First of all, thanks to all facilitators, starting from Jens (yen), jean, Guillaume (jim), Ingrid, Sara kaddu, Annette and all those who were on online to sometime. You did a good job that helps us a lot. I also thank Felix and the UoN in general for making this program happen in an amazing manner.

To our vision, the following plans will be implemented:

- To make our information resources and research endeavors visible and accessible to our users through the available digital repositories our DSpace will be enriched. Thanks to brother peter for helping us the customization. We really got much help for our friends from the different institutions here in this school.
- KOHA will be used for our library resources and services. The good news is that we successfully installed that here in this school.
- Integrate Online database such as Science Direct, Scopus API’s with Dspace
- Openrefine for cleaning with messy data that come from our data saved into excel format and import it into Koha ILS.
- To maintain collaboration with CERN-UNESCO for possible capacity building
- Sharing what we have learnt from here to the information professionals and librarians in other institutions, authors to just get to know about the digital technologies including Zenodo, inveno and other software available.

Thanks to all friends here for their synonymous help from you as we were here in this school.